“An engagement of art and professionalism that combines into an integrated office building”
An engagement of art and professionalism that combines into an integrated office building, The Energy meets the demands of a new concept for the architecture of the future in creating a stunningly beautiful aesthetically pleasing, professional and dynamic working environment.

Designed by world-renowned architects Kohn Pedersen Fox, The Energy’s crisp, tall and elegantly proportioned crystalline shape evokes a surprisingly light yet energetic feeling.
EXTERIOR WALLS

Curtain wall glass: Supersilver reflective glass
Curtain wall metal: Aluminium jalousie framework
Podium & atrium wall: Transparent heat strengthened glass
Podium wall: Granite

SITE

Sidewalks: Natural stone
Fountains: Granite
Landscape: Selected Indonesian trees & plants

ENTRANCE HALL INTERIOR

Floor: Patterned Granite
Walls & columns: Imported natural light
Ceiling: Indonesian Hardwood

MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL

Air conditioning: VRV for individual control
Building automation sys: Permits 24 hours surveillance
Electricity: PLN with generator back up
Elevators: 15 smart elevators in 3 zones
1 executive & 4 car park elevators
2 service elevators
Telecommunications: Cabling for voice and data links
Water: From PDAM with deep-well back up
Waste water disposal system
The Energy

BUILDING MANAGEMENT

Energy Building 7th Fl., SCBD Lot 11A
Jl. Jendral Sudirman Kav 52-53
Jakarta 12190 - Indonesia

📞 +62-21 2995 1400
📍 +62-21 527 2828
✉️ service@theenergy.co.id
🌐 www.theenergy.co.id